


Hello kids! 
Welcome to Gadouras Dam. I know the name sounds 
funny, but I like it a lot as the dam and the river 
that starts here have my name. You see, in the 
old days, when people were carrying things with 
donkeys, they were having trouble crossing the 
river. Very often the donkies stumbled between 

the stones and fell into the water. Thus, the rough 
river, which made life difficult for donkeys and 
their riders, was called “Gadouras”. I learned this 
story from my grandfather, who in turn learned 

it from his own grandfather. So I imagine that, as 
he was saying, this is how the name was given to 
the river. And even if this name was given for a 

different reason, I like this story.



And now that you have 
learned from where its name 

comes, you will be wondering what 
a dam actually does. Generally, dams 
around the world are great projects. 

Very large and very difficult. 
Some are made to contain sea water and 
protect cities from flooding but others to 

produce electricity and are called 
hydroelectric, and others to harvest 

rainwater for humans to use. 
Our dam has two very 

important tasks.



The first task is to store the rain water in its large 
basin and, with the help of pipes, to send it to most of 
the houses, businesses and hotels of Rhodes. 
This task is called “water supply”.

Its second task is to protect the environment, 
since people are no longer spending the water 
that is hidden on earth. You should know that before 
the dam was made, people were getting clean water 
from underground lakes with deep holes in the ground, 
so-called wells. This method has been used for many 
years, but because there are too many people, under-
ground lakes have started to be scarce, and the water 
on the planet is not enough for everyone.



The companies that had undertaken to build the Gadouras 
dam encountered several difficulties, because  it is the 

largest project that exists today in the entire Aegean Sea. 
Its construction started in 2002 and it took 13 whole 

years to reach the current result. 
In these 13 years a huge wall was built, 

585 meters long, 10 meters thick and 67 meters high. 
This wall retains so much water enough to create a large 
lake. Just think of it: The lake of the dam is so big that 
the entire city of Rhodes along with the houses and the 

bigger hotels could be hidden inside. In fact, 
it would be so well hidden that there 

would be no single antenna on the surface 
of the lake.



Of course, since water of Gadouras dam comes from 
the rain, it must be cleaned to reach the house taps. You 
see, the rain water is very clear as it falls, but when it 
reaches the ground it gathers a lot of soil, microbes and 

other things we do not want to end up in our glass. 
This is why a large part of the project is devoted to 
cleaning the water. Cleaning and control are carried 
out at all stages of water transfer up to our homes 

and many complicated means are used. 
At the end of the process, the precious water of 
the dam will end up in the tanks near the houses 
of the city of Rhodes and the nearby villages, 

crystal clear and ready to cool even our hottest 
summers. However, kids, the same water, is 
transported by special means to quench the 
thirst of the inhabitants of the nearby, small 
islands such as Symi, Halki and Kastellorizo. 
This is Gadouras dam, my friends. With this 

dam we now protect the environment, 
we have clean water and we will have 

clean water for many more years.



I want you to always remember that water is the most 
precious gift of nature, that not only humans need, but 
also animals and the whole nature itself. For this reason 
we must not forget to protect it and try not to spend it 
unreasonably.
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